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At UN Summit, America and Capitalism — Not CO2 — Are
Enemy #1
MADRID — Throughout the United Nations
COP25 “Climate” summit in Spain, America,
the GOP, and President Donald Trump — not
carbon dioxide or even “climate change” —
were public enemy number one. Indeed, the
U.S. government, the American people, their
elected officials, and what remains of the
free-market system that ushered in
unprecedented global prosperity were all
viciously and relentlessly attacked.

Globalists, communists, Islamists, socialists, environmentalists, and crackpots of all varieties dropped
the mask in a carefully orchestrated show. Incredibly, even the many prominent Americans who spoke
at the summit demonized their own nation and the freedom that made it so succesful. If the “climate”
coalition gets its way, the consequences will be catastrophic for America, liberty, self-government, and
material well-being.

Inside and outside the conference, activists funded by Big Oil, socialist governments, the Kremlin, the
Rockefeller oil dynasty, and other shady sources shouted obscenities through bullhorns. “F*** Trump!”
chanted a man with a bullhorn in front of about 100 “youth” and even more “journalists” from around
the world. “F*** America!”

At a “Fridays for the Future” protest that began inside before heading into the street, shrieking children
and “youth” screamed all sorts of Marxist talking points while putting their hands in the air — each one
painted with an occult-style eye painted on it. The “young people,” terrorized and carefully managed by
adults, chanted, among other things, “This is what a feminist looks like.” Occasionally, people would
stand up and rant about the alleged evils of America, CO2, patriarchy, energy companies, markets, and
more.

Once outside, the dozens of noisy children, made to look like an enormous march by the media,
surrounded by well-spoken adults giving instructions and adoring “journalists” broadcasting the
spectacle to the world, shouted “anti-capitalist, anti-capitalist” over and over again. Then they began
chanting “system change, not climate change.” When asked about it, every protester said the goal was
to dismantle what remains of the market system.

On the last day of the summit, “CommunismoEsVida” (Communism Is Life) was trending on Twitter in
Spain as indoctrinated children on social media ranted against economic freedom.

Inside, similar rhetoric was everywhere. Infamous Canadian environmentalist David Suzuki, for
instance, called for an end to free market. “Capitalism is at the heart of what is driving” alleged man-
made climate change, he declared at UN summit. “We’ve got to throw the system out.”

He probably felt right at home. Even the big cheese, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, is an
admitted socialist. Before taking the reins at the UN, he led the Socialist International, the world’s most
powerful alliance of Socialist and Marxist political parties, many with the blood of countless innocents
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on their hands.

Among the significant demands was that the U.S. government hand over climate “reparations” under
the guise of “loss and damage.” Hundreds of “youth” activists — many funded by the very governments
and companies they were “protesting” against — demanded that America fork over the money. In short,
poor and middle-class American taxpayers would end up paying Third World kleptocrats for supposedly
causing bad weather, forest fires, and other natural disasters. Seriously. The UN now claims America
cannot avoid paying up.

Adults speaking at the summit sounded similar. On one of the most prominent platforms in the entire
UN summit, radical population-control advocate Stuart Scott with the group “Scientists Warning”
blasted the United States as the “the kleptocratic States of America.” Speaking of President Trump, he
went even further. “This man is a threat to the planet, as is his corporate owned Republican Party, who
have been bought by the fossil fuel industry and other polluting industries,” argued Scott.

The idea that American officials and the voters who elect them represent a mortal danger to the planet
has been a common theme for weeks. Prominent professor of international relations Ole Wæver at the
University of Copenhagen even suggested that the UN Security Council could decide that “climate
change” is a “threat to international peace and security,” thereby sending in UN “peacekeeping” troops
to enforce its climate mandates at the barrel of a gun.

Scott, who told The New American in an interview that reducing the population of the planet was
urgent, continued to spew hatred against Trump while sitting on the UN stage. “They have together
done a huge disservice to humanity and all of life on Earth,” he said about Trump and Republicans.
“They’ve done all this for the sake of money. Make no mistake: Trump has got a particular personality
aberration.”

“The callousness of this man is astonishing and revolting,” Scott continued, blasting Trump’s “amazing
depravity.” Not a single pro-Trump or pro-GOP speaker was allowed on stage to offer an alternate
perspective.

Sharing the stage with him was Dan Galpren, an attorney and legal advisor to leading climate alarmist
James Hansen. “The derangement goes well further than Trump,” he told the UN summit, adding that
the entire Republican Party was deranged, as well. Even though the American people who voted for
those elected officials pay more for the UN than anybody on the planet, nobody challenged the
narrative in an official capacity throughout the entire two-week summit.

For some reason, Scott then shared some teenage gossip he heard about Trump during his childhood. “I
grew up a couple miles away from where Donald Trump grew up,” he said. “And the story in the hood —
the neighborhood — was that he got kicked out of a couple schools locally, and so his parents put him in
a military academy where they tolerated him as long as his parents paid. And his initials became the
acronym for serving detention at the military academy.”

He also claimed that by getting the U.S. government out of the UN Paris agreement, Trump was “not
trying to protect the American people, that’s very clear.” Using nasty foul language to demonize Trump,
Scott said the president was a reality TV star, “you will recall, who could create his own reality on his
programs.” “This man somehow cheated, lied, hoodwinked the public into becoming president of the
United States,” Scott said, claiming the GOP had rigged the election through “a lot of gerrymandering
the districts to help make that possible.”

Christians, of course, say, “What Would Jesus Do?” when considering actions. Scott, though, concluded
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his highly controversial remarks by asking, “What would Greta do?” It fit perfectly with the words by
Trump’s former climate advisor, Dr. William Happer of Princeton, who spoke at a separate non-UN
summit in Madrid and accused the man-made warming crowd of being a “bizarre cult” that would do
enormous damage if not stopped.

Other major speakers at the UN summit called for massive depopulation of America and Europe in
order to stop “climate change,” while others said reducing the number of Africans and Asians should be
a top priority. 

Former Secretary of State John Kerry, an uber-wealthy former politician who also spoke from one of the
most prominent stages at the UN summit, declared that he was ashamed to be American. “I assume the
burden unfortunately of a country that is the largest naysayer of all,” he told throngs of officials,
journalists, and activists from around the world. “And I’m sorry for that. I regret it enormously. Only the
United States of America has a head of government who calls climate change a Chinese hoax.”

Kerry also took some time to lie, multiple times, about various issues ranging from diesel particulate to
the supposed “science” underpinning the man-made-warming hypothesis. He claimed solar power, “now
absolutely, under any standard by whatever you measure, is cheaper than coal, no question about it.” If
that were true, everybody would be using solar power, of course.

Currently serving American officials who spoke at the summit were also extremists opposed to
fundamental American values. Speaking on a panel called “Subnational strategies in North America for
meeting Paris Commitments,” for instance, Wisconsin Lieutenant Governor Mandela Barnes called on
the world to “stymie capitalism.” All of the other U.S. and Canadian officials were similarly left-wing
extremists.

Indeed, despite constant shrieking about “this is what democracy looks like,” there was literally no
representation for conservative Americans or Republicans anywhere at the summit. Not a single
conservative, pro-America speaker could be found among the 25,000 attendees. There was just a tiny
handful of American patriots who reject the man-made global-warming hypothesis even allowed in the
conference, and none of them were given a platform to speak.

Prestigious U.S. scientists who reject the man-made-warming narrative were also denied a platform to
share their views or express their concerns. Instead, a coalition of “skeptic” and “realist” scientists and
experts such as Princeton physicist Dr. Happer, who served on Trump’s National Security Council, had
to gather elsewhere in Madrid to present their views. Out of thousands of journalists from around the
world, just a tiny handful showed up at the Climate Reality Conference they hosted.

The United States, along with a handful of other nations with governments that did not bow down to the
“climate-emergency” agenda, consistently faced demonization by powerful activists inside, too. The
“Climate Action Network,” for example, repeatedly gave the U.S. government the “Fossil of the Day
Award” for being the “best at being the worst.” Even Canadian government officials in the audience
cheered it on.

In the spectacles, funded by the Kremlin and the Rockefeller oil dynasty, trophies were handed out to
activists pretending to be Donald Trump, who would stand up and make America look evil, greedy, and
ridiculous. There were many supposed reasons for America being the worst country in the world: Not
handing over enough money, not slashing CO2 emissions quickly enough, withdrawing from the Paris
Agreement, sending delegates to represent U.S. interests despite being in the withdrawal process, and
more.
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Despite all the hatred, the U.S. delegation hardly rocked the boat in a serious way. “The United States
continues to lead on clean, affordable, and secure energy while reducing all types of emissions ―
including greenhouse gases ― over the last 15 years,” said U.S. Ambassador Marcia Bernicat, who
headed the U.S. delegation. “Our model shows how innovation and open markets lead to greater
prosperity, fewer emissions, and more secure sources of energy.”

After saying this COP25 would be the last one where the U.S. government would be a party to the UN
Paris Agreement, she vowed that Washington, D.C., would remain involved. “We remain fully committed
to working with you, our global partners, to enhance resilience, mitigate the impacts of climate change,
and prepare for and respond to natural disasters,” Ambassador Bernicat said during the three-minute
time allotted to the U.S. government.

In conversations with The New American, U.S. State Department officials said the reason 50 American
delegates were required was to “represent U.S. interests” while the federal government remained
involved in the Paris Agreement officially until next year. Depending on who one talked to though, it
was not clear whether the U.S. delegation was advancing or slowing down “progress” on the UN’s
controversial “climate” agenda.

“The United States is proud of its record as a world leader in reducing emissions, driving economic
growth, and fostering resilience at home and abroad,” a State Department spokesman told The New
American. “The United States will continue to be a leader in assisting our partners to reduce emissions,
protect natural resources, increase resilience, and respond to natural disasters.”

With U.S. officials perpetuating the narrative that CO2 is pollution, despite Trump having called the
theory a “hoax” to benefit Communist China, all the rage might seem hard to understand. But at least
one heavyweight on the side of climate realism suggested the hatred against America had to do with the
U.S. government’s lack of cooperation.

“Why is the UN having a hard time advancing the global warming ball?” asked Craig Rucker, president
of the free market-oriented environmental group known as CFACT. “One name — Donald J. Trump and
his plans to pull America out of the Paris Climate Accord. It’s no fun making spending plans when you
can’t leach off the world’s biggest economy.”

“What is actually happening at this year’s UN climate talks is a wait-and-see game geared toward next
November’s American election,” he continued. “After watching Britain give the Tory party its biggest
victory since Thatcher during the talks, and moves now afoot to pull Britain out of the E.U. once and for
all, government by global bureaucracy is under threat. The UN is plenty scared.”

Of course, if CO2 were the real enemy, the UN summit would have been praising America non-stop, as
the nation’s emissions of the essential gas continue to plummet. Instead of America being demonized,
the “climate justice” warriors would have targeted Communist China, which is far and away the world’s
largest emitter of CO2. And yet, not only was the murderous regime in Beijing not criticized;
increasingly, it has been painted as the savior of multilateral “climate solutions.”

With the raw hatred against America and freedom that was on display throughout the COP25, it should
be beyond clear to Congress that not one more American cent should be used to fund this absurdity
known as the UN. Instead, though, Democrats led by House Speaker Nancy Pelosi promised to keep
America shackled to the UN’s “climate” regime at all costs. The American voter is now the only
significant human force holding back planetary disaster in the form of a UN “climate” regime. The next
election will be crucial.
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Alex Newman is a foreign correspondent for The New American who has travelled the world reporting
on the UN’s climate agenda. He can be reached at anewman@thenewamerican.com or through Liberty
Sentinel Media. Follow him on Twitter @ALEXNEWMAN_JOU or on Facebook.
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